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Lifetime risk of
Diabetes and
Cancer
in Denmark
(2013):

DM: 42%
Ca: 53%
DM & Ca: 21%
Neither: 26%
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Incidence rate ratio of cancer by site

Approximate figures based on
[1, 2, 3]

Except for Breast cancer these figures
are consistent across studies

Cancer site IRR

Colorectal 1.2
Liver 2.0–4.0
Pancreas 2.0
Lung 1.1
Breast 1.0
Prostate 0.7–0.9
Corpus uteri 1.5
Kidney 1.5
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Epidemiology of Diabetes and Cancer

I Measuring the extra burden of cancer from diabetes:
I Counterfactual approach:

— suppose persons with diabetes were without?
I Isolated effect of diabetes:
I . . . assuming the same:

I sex
I age
I date
I BMI
I CVD status
I lifestyle . . .

I is this reasonable
— the effect of randomly assigning a diabetes diagnosis
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Epidemiology of Diabetes and Cancer

I Measuring the extra burden of cancer from diabetes:
I Empirical approach:

— comparing persons with diabetes to those without:
I Actual effect of diabetes:
I . . . including differences between DM/non-DM in:

I sex
I age
I date
I BMI
I CVD status
I lifestyle . . .

I is this reasonable
— HR between DM/non-DM with different risk factors
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Actual vs. Counterfactual effect

I Modifiable risk factors not controlled when only using
sex, age, date of FU as confounders (the register setting)

⇒ comparing two populations different in risk factors

⇒ “diabetes effect” cannot be carried over directly between
populations

I The derived “diabetes” effect is the combination of
I isolated diabetes effect
I (modifiable) risk factor effects

I i.e. how do (the population of) diabetes patients fare relative
to (the population of) persons without diabetes

I not interpretable as randomized allocation of diabetes
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Observational drug studies

I Comparing the incidence of cancer between
persons on different (types of) diabetes medications
to persons without diabetes

I almost always register/cohort based studies

I These studies do not answer the counterfactual question of
(isolated) drug effects on cancer occurrence

I — mostly because we do not have access to the relevant
confounders

I we see the combination of the drug indication and the “pure”
drug effect.
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IRR of all cancers, Denmark — time since drug [4]

physical activity, family cancer history, alcohol consump-
tion, dietary pattern and smoking habits, and it was not
designed or powered to answer questions about the risk
of different cancer subtypes or about the safety profiles
of individual insulin analogues. As for the risk of specific
cancers with glucose-lowering treatments, it must be
emphasised that the pattern of cancer subtypes was
similar within all treatment subgroups and the control
group who were not on any glucose-lowering therapy.
Thus, even though we cannot exclude having over-
looked associations between treatments and risk of any
cancer subtypes, it seems unlikely that any quantitative
major causal associations have been overlooked. Of
particular relevance, the previously raised concerns
about the risk associated with use of insulin glargine
could not be thoroughly investigated in the present
study because we had rather few individuals using this
agent and very few patients using glargine developed

cancers, as compared with previous studies.1 8 9

Furthermore, patients were only considered at risk, while
using a specific agents meaning that cancers occurring
after treatment cessation with a specific agent may be
overlooked. Nevertheless, it is interesting to speculate
whether and the extent to which the time from initiation
of glucose-lowering treatment may have biased the
findings of previous studies. At least when considering
the time of the observation period, insulin glargine
wasdand to some extent still isda relatively new agent
on the market, and it is likely that patients with new-
onset diabetes were more prone to initiate treatment
with insulin glargine compared with patients being well
regulated on older agents. In this context, a Swedish
study did not exclude patients with prior use of insulin,
and during a short follow-up time of maximally 2 years,
they found that use of insulin glargine as monotherapy
was associated with a twofold increase in the risk of
breast cancer as compared with use of other types of
insulin.9 Similar, a German study had a significantly
longer follow-up time for patients on human insulin
than for patients on insulin glargine, which may have
contributed to their findings of an increased risk of
cancer associated with insulin glargine.8 In a third
Scottish study investigating the risk of cancer as depen-
dent on insulin glargine, on the other hand, three
specific exposure groups were identified: insulin glar-
gine monotherapy, insulin glargine + non-glargine
insulin and non-glargine insulin monotherapy.1

Compared with the other two groups, the insulin glar-
gine monotherapy group had significantly shorter
treatment duration prior to study start. The study
demonstrated no excess increase in risk of cancer for the
use of insulin glargine, but when restricting the analysis
to patients on insulin glargine as monotherapy, these
patients were found to have a higher RR of all cancers as

Figure 1 RR of cancer according to exposure to individual
glucose-lowering agents.

Figure 2 RR of cancer according to exposure length of individual glucose-lowering agents: (A) human insulin; (B) insulin
analogues; (C) oral agents.

Andersson C, Vaag A, Selmer C, et al. BMJ Open 2012;2:e000433. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2011-000433 5

Use of glucose-lowering agents and cancer risk

 group.bmj.com on June 19, 2012 - Published by bmjopen.bmj.comDownloaded from 
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IRR of cancers, Canada — time since diagnosis [5]

On the other hand, there does appear to be evidence of a
substantial detection bias in the assessment of cancer risk in
the diabetes population. Detection, or ascertainment, bias
arises due to the increase in the number of clinical
investigations associated with a new diagnosis of diabetes,
which may then lead to the discovery of a cancer [3]. The
general pattern of an initial elevated peak in cancer risk at
the time of diabetes onset, which is substantially higher
than subsequent risk, suggests that many cancers are being
diagnosed at or around the time of recognition of diabetes,
or vice versa. Moreover, the pattern of risks associated with
the interaction between diabetes status and frequency of
physician visits in the 2 years prior to diabetes onset further
suggests a substantial degree of detection bias. The
likelihood of having a cancer diagnosis within 0–3 months
of diabetes onset was much greater in those who had fewer
physician visits in the previous years. Given that we
excluded individuals with cancer diagnoses prior to their

index date, this suggests that the likelihood of diagnosing
cancer was increased by the fact that diabetes had recently
been identified.

This raises one of the potential limitations of our
methods, in particular the index date assigned to diabetes
onset. The case definition for diabetes is based on one
hospitalisation or two physician visits over a 2-year period,
with the index date being defined as the later of those dates.
Thus, is it possible for the clinical diagnosis of diabetes to
have preceded the case date in the BCLHD; however,
previous validation of this diabetes case definition
suggests that the median duration between qualifying
physician visits is 39 days (interquartile range 12–150 days)
(J. Johnson, unpublished data). We also ensured that
participants were free of a cancer diagnosis in the 2 years
prior to the index date, coinciding with the same window
as the case definition for diabetes. We recognise,
however, when diabetes and cancer are diagnosed within

Fig. 1 Adjusted HRs for site-
specific cancers in incident
diabetes cohorts over time since
onset of diabetes: (a) breast
cancer; (b) prostate cancer;
(c) colorectal cancer; (d) lung
cancer; (e) pancreatic cancer;
(f) liver cancer; (g) cervical
cancer; (h) endometrial cancer;
(i) thyroid cancer; (j) ovarian
cancer

Diabetologia (2011) 54:2263–2271 2269
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Methodological shortcomings

I immortal time bias — erroneous exposure allocation to
follow-up time and events

I excluding time before diabetes from comparison group

I cut out first 1 or 2 years of FU instead of modeling

I comparison to total population instead of non-DM population

I emphasis on no. of persons or PY
— it’s the cancer events among DM that matters

Analysis should encompass all follow-up, properly modeled

Terminology: “population based” and “register” misused
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Big data — small analyses

I Use GPRD (or a national register) to assess
“Gastrointestinal cancer incidence in T2D. . . ” [6]

I — why not the same analysis for all the other (approx) 25
types of cancer?

I — why a matched cohort when you have the entire population?

I Some authors have produced long series of papers with one
cancer at a time

I We need comprehensive analyses of cancer occurrence,
see e.g. [2] with 14 main groups, 31 sub-groups of cancer
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Big data — national registers (or large cohorts)

Desirable analyses:

I All relevant cancer groups

I overall incidence RR relative to non-DM population

I by calendar time

I by DM duration

I by drug duration if available
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Suggestion

I Collaborative effort to produce comparable, comprehensive,
yet separate, analyses of the big datasets for all types of
cancer

I Restricted to population wide registers or similar — with
some minimal size in terms of cancer events among DM ptt.

I Publish electronically, with easily accessible tables and
summary data sets (as computer-readable data sets) for
further future comparisons
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